
Face Code
Expressions, autism, and the research

behind new app-based therapy. 
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Cheers, Big Ears
He’s Ean, a charmer of a basset hound who was working his
magic during the pre-exam De-Stress Fest put on by the
volunteers with the UVic Student Ambassadors, an offshoot
of the alumni association. Gathered around (from left to
right) are students Michelle Redekop, Jessie Slassor, Ciana
Marcellus-Poole, and Rosemary Angus. Ean and his owners,
Jan and Don Cook, are members of PATS — the Pacific
Animal erapy Society.
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edITOr’S nOTe

Here’s Looking at Us
learning never stops — that includes how to make tomato soup for free.

By mIke mcneney

 UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016

we’ll introduce you to, a set of “experienced”
learners who exemplify the art of lifelong learning.

is magazine won’t change anything about
your UVic experience. It won’t change how you
feel about the time someone stole your parking
space in Lot D, or when you couldn’t find the book
you desperately needed that one night in the
library, before the worst exam of your life.

What we — as writers, photographers and
designers — hope to do is hold up a mirror to the
way things are now at UVic and reflect parts of a
colourful past. It’s about staying connected and
it’s about reminding you that you are still part of
this amazing place.

If nothing else, you’ll learn a thing or two. But I
can’t say I recommend the tomato soup recipe. T

These are some of the things I discovered in
the course of bringing this edition in for the
landing: 

- ere is a way to make tomato soup, for free, if
you scrounge around the cafeteria and assem-
ble the available ingredients. Our Alumni Snap
Survey generated nearly a thousand responses
and memories about meal planning during
student days. ere were some eye-catchers,
some we could file under the gourmet category
others…not so much.

- If you want to win someone’s affection, and
you’re handy when it comes to drawing, create
a charming cartoon character inspired by her
sick cat. 

- And Kiefer Sutherland is not just one of Cana-
da’s most marketable acting exports, he’s also a
darn good rodeo rider.

Of course, I also learned — as I hope you will as
you read on — about the incredible dedication of
a team of students and the psychologist who
worked together to build a therapy app for people
with autism spectrum disorder.

e wrenching anticipation and waiting
involved in refugee sponsorship is personal for
one alumna and her family and she shares her
story in these pages. 

And among the multitude of bright young
minds on campus is the group of older students
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DIPLOMA FRAMES
Wide selection  /  Highest quality wood or  
metal frames  /  Acid-free mattes emblazoned  
with the university crest  /  No wires, no screws,  
or complicated assembly  /  Made in Canada  

Pre-order: uvicbookstore.ca  /  250-721-8311

Available in the University Centre at Convocation.

ROSES
Great value  /  Wide selection of colours  
Convenient, on campus service

Available in the University Centre at Convocation.

TOP OFF CONVOCATION DAY WITH 

FRAMES & ROSES

Proceeds support campus service projects led by  
the UVic Student Ambassadors, an a�liate of the  
UVic Alumni Association.

UVIC ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
2016 Annual General Meeting

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. Andrea Walsh, BFA ’91 (right)  
Associate Professor of Anthropology

“Community-led research and children’s art from the  
Alberni Indian Residential School.”

Tuesday, May 31 |  6:30 p.m. | University Club of Victoria

6:30 p.m. Registration and refreshments
7 p.m. Annual business meeting | Keynote speaker
Reception follows

Honorary Alumna presentation 
Marnie Swanson  
Retired University Librarian

Register online alumni.uvic.ca by May 25 or 
call 250-721-6000 (toll-free 1-800-808-6828)

Please visit the alumni.uvic.ca for board 
of director nomination information. 
Nominations must be received at least seven 
days before the annual general meeting.
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preSIdenT’S perSpeCTIVe

UVic’s New Campus Plan
an expanded vision and direction.

By JamIe caSSelS, Qc • preSIdenT and VIce-chancellor

Over the last year, the UVic community has
been intensely engaged in refreshing and
defining a strong and spirited vision for

the coming years: a focused Research Strategic
Plan, an innovative International Plan, the devel-
opment of a comprehensive Indigenous Educa-
tion Plan, and a refreshed Campus Plan. We
welcomed a new Chair in Transgender Studies,
opened UVic’s Centre for Athletics, Recreation
and Special Abilities (CARSA), and installed a Rain-
bow Crossway to signal the university as an inclu-
sive destination for all. In the community, we
connected with over 97,000 alumni and we cele-
brated the milestone of 75,000 co-operative edu-
cation placements. It is indeed an exciting time at
UVic right now.

For alumni, the campus itself plays a promi-
nent role in our memories — a favourite corner at
the McPherson library, coffee at the Munchie Bar,
the trees that line the Grand Promenade across
campus. Students develop a unique sense of place
while studying here and the natural and built
spaces that make up our campus are a fundamen-
tal component of our extraordinary academic
environment. us, a collective sense of belong-
ing that we share as a community propels us to
reimagine our campus, one where people are
more connected to history, the larger community,
and each other.

e new Campus Plan offers a refreshed
vision, reworked guidelines, and new direction for
future campus consultation and development.

Driven by our academic and research priorities
and informed by community input, we are com-
mitted to sustainability and have a goal to further
evolve an engaged, vibrant campus.

In order to outline a well-rounded and
refreshed vision, the Campus Planning Commit-
tee undertook an extensive engagement with
campus community members, and we received
valuable feedback. is engagement included sur-
veys, open house sessions, mobile booths, work-
shops and liaisons with alumni, municipalities,
interest groups, First Nations, and other members
of our community.

Four key elements have remained true to the
original vision from 1961 and often stand out in
our collective memories as alumni — the Ring
Road, the concentration of buildings within the
Ring Road, meeting places like the quadrangle,
courtyards and pathways, and the moderate
height and scale of the buildings. As part of the
new plan, we have identified four goals to improve
this original vision and existing infrastructure of
UVic’s campus. 

We plan to evolve a land-use and building
design that supports the university’s academic
mission, respects the physical environment, pro-
motes sustainable development and encourages
campus use, all day, seven days a week.

We want to maintain and evolve the natural
and landscaped spaces which protect environ-
mentally significant areas and encourage people
to be outdoors. 

We want to align with principles of sustainabil-
ity and provide safe access for pedestrians,
cyclists, and public transit users, while reducing
demand for personal vehicles. 

Finally, we want the campus to provide mean-
ingful engagement of both the campus and
broader communities during ongoing implemen-
tation of the campus plan. 

As we look forward to the future development
of our campus, we must also look back. University
history and spirit have been shaped by alumni
since UVic’s first graduating class in 1964. I know
you will be thrilled by the changes to come for
UVic. ank you for your continued interest and
support, which will influence the vision and spirit
of our campus over the next decade and beyond. T
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rIngSIde

A Question of Equality
Two out of five trans or gender nonconforming adults have attempted suicide. 

dr. Aaron Devor leads the newly estab-
lished — and entirely unique — Chair in
Transgender Studies. His research pro-

gram will be supported by a five-year, $1 million
(USD) grant from the Tawani Foundation, founded by retired US Army Lieu-
tenant Colonel Jennifer N. Pritzker.

How will this initiative improve the lives of people in the transgender
community?
If we want to improve people’s lives we need to change public attitudes,
public policies, and laws at all levels. In order to do that, we need reliable and
accurate information. e Chair in Transgender Studies is devoted to
increasing high-quality research by and about trans and gender
nonconforming people, and getting that research into the hands of trans and
gender nonconforming people and those who can help.

What’s the level of acceptance in Canada for transgendered people?
We have seen a tremendous increase in awareness and good will towards trans
and gender nonconforming people over the last few years. It seems to me that
we might have reached a tipping point where a slim majority of people would
like to do right by trans and gender nonconforming people. However, as the
same time, very few people actually know what to do. I see a growing hunger
for more knowledge and information in this regard. While I see this as a very
hopeful development, at the same time, we are still very far from where we

need to be. ere remains a huge amount of work
to be done to bring trans and gender
nonconforming people into full and equal
citizenship.

What are the biggest obstacles?
When we speak of tolerance or acceptance it still
implies that one group is deficient and in need of
largess from dominant groups. It implies that the
minority group should somehow ingratiate
themselves to those in more advantaged positions
in society. While this is generally an unavoidable
step in progress, I don’t see it as an end point.
Being trans or gender nonconforming should be
seen as simply a human variation like any other,
no more important than eye colour or height.

Finish this sentence: People need to care about
this because…
Trans and gender nonconforming people remain
among the most discriminated against people on
the planet. ere aren’t even statutory human
rights protections in place federally in Canada, or
provincially in BC — which means, among other
things, that it is legal to deny trans people housing
or to fire them for being trans. Rates of poverty,
homelessness, unemployment and
underemployment, substance abuse, HIV, and
violence against trans people people are
exceptionally high. Due to the ravages of extreme
minority stress and discrimination, 41 per cent of
trans and gender nonconforming adults report
that they have attempted suicide at least once. We
are wasting the lives and talents of as many as one
in 200 of our citizens — our friends and loved
ones. Solid research will change hearts and minds,
laws and policies, and will ultimately save lives.

Sex, gender and sexuality have been the focus
of your research career. Is this the culmination
of everything you’ve been working toward?
I am deeply honoured. My decades of research and
community engagement have prepared me well to
take up this role. I will work hard to live up to the
awesome responsibilities that it entails and I hope
to raise sufficient funds to one day be able to pass
the job on to others who can continue the work. T

devor: “Solid research will
change hearts and minds.”

UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016 7UVIc phoTo SerVIceS
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early Warning
a box like this (right) — linked to other seismic
sensors along the cascadia subduction zone — is
vital in providing precious seconds of early
warning before a big quake strikes. It would allow
time to shut off gas lines or open fire hall doors
before the damaging energy waves roll in. With a
provincial funding boost of $5 million, ocean
networks canada (a UVic initiative) will be adding
offshore strong motion sensors, complementing its data software and the
other seismic instrumentation of federal and provincial agencies.

Sand Watch
Students use advanced technology to
map changing coastlines.

It takes a bird’s eye view to keep tabs on the ways
climate change, erosion or invasive species are
having an impact on coastlines. Add in ground-
based laser scanning and 3D data collection and
those changes can be monitored over time and in
ultra-high resolution.

at’s how students in an advanced
Geography course capped off their final year
during the winter term. ey came away with job-
ready skills in data acquisition, processing and
interpretation.

e course ties in with broader research led by
Dr. Ian Walker and his Coastal Erosion and Dune
Dynamics lab. Working with a number of
partners, including the Hakai Institute, Walker’s
work focuses on the changing physical features
and restoration of beach-dune systems. His team
also explores links to
land use changes and
climatic change impacts.

dUneS  Image coUrTeSy of mIke grIllIoT UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016

exhIBITIOn

Process and Perception 
Based in his walk-up loft in Fan Tan Alley, the
visual artist Glenn Howarth, BFA ’70, was a
prominent member of the Victoria arts scene who
was known for his monochromatic drawings and
boldly colourful images of the west coast. 

An innovator and teacher, he sought ways of
communicating the artistic process and the
functions of the eye and brain that contribute to
perception.

Coming this summer is an exhibition at the
McPherson Library dedicated to Howarth’s life (he
passed away in 2009) and work, drawing from the
significant collection of his paintings amassed by
the late Michael C. Williams and left to the
university when Williams died.

e show will also include writing, sketches,
ephemera, and a case study on the challenges of
“retro-computing” to recreate Howarth’s early
digital artwork.

e Averted Eye Sees: 
e Life and Work of Glenn Howarth
Curated by Jenelle Pasiechnik, MA ’15, with super-
vision from Caroline Riedel, MA ’98, Legacy Art
Galleries

July 0 to Jan. 29, 2017
legacy maltwood 
mcpherson library — mearns Centre 

(above) glenn howarth, Self portrait, 1975 (reworked 1994),
oil on canvas. gift of the estate of michael c. Williams.

number of co-op
education placements
since the learn-for-pay
program started years
ago. co-op plays a big
part in student life,
with more than 3,250
placements annually
in over 1,100
workplaces worldwide.
Students apply
knowledge related to
their areas of study.
employers benefit
from their skills and
ideas. a winning
formula since 1976.

rIngSIde

COUnT ‘em Up

morphing landscape:
above Wickaninnish
dunes, near Ucluelet. 

75 K
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feeding time in the
commons Block, 1978.

alUmnI Snap SUrVey

e Student Diet: Good, bad & the ugly
We celebrate with it. We find solace in it. and food keeps us going when the going gets rough. Being a
student at mealtime presents challenges. It can also inspire creativity. more than 900 of you responded to
our Snap Survey question about your go-to meal when you were at UVic.

I shared a house with three other women
who were fabulous cooks. I had to learn
to cook really well, really fast!

chicken chow mein delivered by lee’s to
the dorms. $5 for a big dish. mmm good.

The wraps on campus — the hummus was
so yummy and fresh I want one right now.

I ate out a lot and grabbed food on the
go. I wasn’t financially conscious.

Beer.

Burger patty and mashed potatoes at
UVic centre. Very cheap in 1981.

hamburger soup, chicken, potatoes,
veggies — I had two kids to feed on the
cheap!

mom’s home cooking.

Breakfast foods! eggs, pancakes, waffles
for any meal.

The pasta bar at the commons residence
cafeteria.

dhal on brown rice.

homemade chicken stir-fry with lots of
veggies.

Bagel, toasted with cream cheese, sliced
tomato, salt and pepper.

Wiener soup was on the menu in residence
on Wednesday nights. That was when I took
friends home to my family for dinner.

my boyfriend worked at mcdonald’s. a
huge box of frozen hamburger patties
fell off the truck and the box was opened.
couldn’t be sold. We ate them all
semester.

as a poor student, went home to port
alberni and caught my own prawns and
salmon. 

homemade vegan rice noodles with
seitan, peanut sauce, and tons of
vegetables.

We ate real food in the ‘60s — meat,
potatoes, veggies, lettuce salads.

got some hot water at the cafeteria, added a packet of
ketchup, pat of butter, a packet of cream and a bit of salt
and pepper. Instant tomato soup!

Other popular
menu options:
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aCrOSS CampUS
news about people, teaching and research.

gUSTaVSOn SChOOl Of
Business
Coming to campus this

September: the UVic Weekend

MBA. Designed to fit busy lives,

this program blends on-

campus classes with online

learning. Participants

exchange a weekend once a

month for an intensive, in-

class experience with an

extended MBA “family” of

20–25 professionals. Offered by

the Sardul S. Gill Graduate

School, students will engage in

BC economic issues —

sustainability, innovation, and
globalization. emed terms

tie together course work,

applied projects, and

professional development with

the same quality, academic

rigour, faculty, and immediate

application to professional life

as existing programs.

dIVISIOn Of 
Continuing Studies
In April, a new addition (right)

was  officially opened at the

Continuing Studies Building

on Ring Road at Gabriola. e

new facilities include executive

classrooms and language labs,

as well as study, pronunciation

and writing centres. At its heart

is a large, sky-lit atrium. Visit

our website and take a look at

the new space. And if you’re on

campus, please pay us a visit! 

faCUlTy Of 
education
Dr. Onowa McIvor, a specialist

in Indigenous language

revitalization, is the recipient

of the 2016 Bobby Wright

Award for Early Career

Contributions to research in
Indigenous education from the

Indigenous Peoples of the

Americas Special Interest

Group. e award is for

outstanding research,

scholarship, professional

practice, and service to

Indigenous communities. Dr.

McIvor leads a team of

researchers and educators

who are boosting language

revitalization efforts

throughout the country. She

also helped set up UVic’s first-

of-its-kind master’s program in

language revitalization. 

faCUlTy Of 
engineering
e faculty welcomes Dr. Chris

Kennedy, new chair of the

Department of Civil
engineering. e nascent

program experienced a strong

start in 2013 with high student

demand, particularly among

female students. Kennedy’s

expertise in sustainable cities

and industrial ecology is

critical to driving the program’s

focus on a system’s approach —

combining social,

environmental and financial

components in search of

engineering solutions. Civil

Engineering meets a critical

need in the emerging field of

sustainable building, a core

theme of the curriculum. e

American Concrete Institute

recently named UVic the ACI

Outstanding University for 2015. 

faCUlTy Of 
fine arts
A number of longtime faculty

members are retiring this year,

including eatre’s allan
Stichbury (design) and

Writing’s lynne Van luven
(creative nonfiction), as well as

the School of Music’s louis
ranger (trumpet) and michelle
fillion (musicology) — the

latter of whom will continue as

Professor Emeriti. Joining the

Music faculty is Associate

Professor merrie Klazek
(trumpet)…Victoria-based

contemporary multi-

disciplinary artist rande Cook
is the 2016 Audain Professor of

Contemporary Art Practice of

the Pacific Northwest for the

Visual Arts department;

together with his students, he

will be carving a pair of cedar

poles commemorating the

murdered and missing

Indigenous women…

Interdisciplinary PhD alumna

Vivian Smith will be Writing’s

next Harvey S. Southam

Lecturer, with a fall course on

gender and journalism.

faCUlTy Of 
human & Social
development
Recent SSHRC Insight grant

awards will help a number of

faculty members pursue their

research interests. dr. Susan
Boyd ($129,618) will look at

how heroin, addiction,

criminality, and heroin-

10 UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016
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assisted treatment are

represented in news media. Dr.
Robina Thomas ($338,448) will

examine the debate on BC

energy development and

enhance coastal Indigenous

people’s capacity to document

their experiences. Dr. Scott
Macdonald ($178,557) will

study “Police Discretion with

High Risk Substance-Using

Youth” by looking at street

checks and police discretion in

charging individuals with drug

possession. Dr. Charlotte
Loppie ($21,300) will focus on

the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission

Recommendations, including

how research can help

implement calls to action.

Alana Sayers ($17,500) received

a SSHRC Talent Program

master’s scholarship.

FACULTY OF 
Humanities
Heartfelt thanks to donors

who’ve created 17 new
endowments to support

scholarships and awards

across the faculty’s areas of

study: Churchill Foundation of

Vancouver Island, Myrna and

Terrance Daniels, Valerie

Dennison and Dr. Roger

Mitchell, Julie and Ian Gibson,

Dr. Barry Gough, Emil and

Lynette Hain, Dr. Michiel

Horn, David and April Katz,

Derek Murphy, Ivor and Ann

Williams, Olga Zachary, the

UVic Alumni Association, and

two anonymous donors. Each

gift was matched by funds

from an anonymous UVic

donor, doubling the principal

of the endowment when it was

established and doubling the

amount of each award for

students. Learn how you can

leverage available matching

funds by contacting Katherine

Blake, Humanities

development officer, at 250-

853-3893.

FACULTY OF 
Law
An Honorary Doctor of Laws

degree was granted to Mavis
Gillie, at a special convocation

ceremony on March 9, for her

lifelong advocacy for

Indigenous rights and

reconciliation. In his oration,

professor emeritus John

McLaren said Gillie “never

shrunk from addressing and

challenging those who would

rather not listen, whether by

peaceful protest or seeking to

hold ministers of the Crown,

legislators and public servants

to account.”…e faculty has

established the Access to

Justice Centre for Excellence in

response to concerns outlined

in the Canadian Bar

Association’s Equal Justice

report of 2013.

UNIVERSITY 
Libraries
Reflections: Images of Chinese

Women in Canada: A

Historical Photo Exhibit

curated by the Multicultural

History Society of Ontario, at

UVic Libraries in May, was

staged to coincide with Asian

Heritage Month. e images

span generations and explore

the struggles and

accomplishments of Chinese

women. History books often

gloss over the role of Chinese
women in Canada, if their

presence is addressed at all. All

of the photos come from the

Chinese community’s family

albums and present an

intimate portrait of a

community that played an

integral part of Canadian

society. Many of the images

come from UVic Libraries’

extensive Chinese-Canadian

collections.

FACULTY OF 
Science
Dr. Alan Astbury set the

groundwork for Canada’s

largest contributions to global

accelerator-based physics,

helping to establish the

country’s reputation in rare

isotope and particle physics. In

his honour and memory, the

Physics Department created

the Alan Astbury Lectures and

is fundraising to ensure the

lectures continue annually,

with experts discussing the

significant physical science of

the day. Dr. Rolf Heuer of the

European Council for Nuclear

Research, gave the first talk in

2015. is year featured Sir

Tejinder Virdee, a founder of

the Compact Muon Solenoid

experiment at the LHC and part

of the Higgs boson discovery. 

FACULTY OF 
Social Sciences
is spring, a new underwater
ocean glider equipped with

acoustic sensors, sonar and

hydrophones helped

researchers track whale

movements off the west coast

of Vancouver Island, along the

shelf break in Clayoquot

Canyon. It’s part of work

involving geographer David

Duffus, director of

UVic’s Whale Research Lab,

and the national WHaLE

project (Whales, Habitat and

Listening Experiment). ey’re

working to define whale

habitat and develop, test and

implement a near real-time

“whale alert” system to reduce

ship-whale collisions. Large

baleen whales are difficult to

survey, mostly due to how

much time they spend

underwater, far from land.

Since two-metre ocean gliders

can monitor at night and in

poor weather conditions,

researchers will have more

data to map baleen whale

habitat and feeding spots. T
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By TrIna mCdOnald, BSW ‘11

Walk around campus and in the mass of youth you’ll
spy certain students who are back in the classroom
armed with the perspective of their years and the

inspiration to keep learning. Today’s student population
includes a small minority — about three per cent — who are
past the age of 50. Older, a little bolder, they do it for the love of
learning and a commitment to keeping their minds sharp.

Pam Blackstone, who is approaching 65 and completing her
undergraduate linguistics degree, says she “always loved getting
to fill up my brain with all kinds of fascinating new information.
If we didn’t have to write exams, I would be in heaven.” 

At 59, Nancy Pearson, is working on an undergraduate writ-
ing degree two decades after completing her master’s in Eng-
lish. In the years between, she enjoyed a career but always
wanted to take creative writing more seriously. A temporary
health issue was the nudge she needed. “I’m still youthful and
active and I want to focus on what I really want to be doing.”

Dominique Roelants could be the poster-boy for lifelong
learning. He has seven degrees (six from UVic) in fields as
diverse as computer science, psychology and law. He began his
first degree in 1976, at the age of 17, when fees were about a third
of what he pays now. 

e 57-year-old has applied his education throughout his
working life — professor, lawyer, and in his current position
with the BC Pension Board — but he says an inquisitive nature
is the real catalyst for his wide-ranging academic interests.

He also takes a use-it-or-lose-it approach to his intellect. “If
the only exercise you do is curls, it will make your arms reason-
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ably strong, but won’t do anything for overall fitness,” says Roe-
lants, who is completing his latest degree, in philosophy. “To
exercise your whole brain you should be doing different things.” 

A former UVic researcher suggests age-based stereotypes are a
greater deterrent to later-life learning than the loss of cognitive
functions. Mary Ann Fenimore, PhD ’99, a retired Faculty of
Education professor, started grad school 30 years after getting
her BA because “my brains were so hungry.” 

Her master’s program included interviews with 18 centenari-
ans engaged in various forms of learning. “When I started doing
the research there was very little written about it,” Fenimore
says. “Nobody had a concept, that I ever ran into, that people
were learning at that age and were excited about learning. ey
just thought people that age sit down, watch their TV and get
ready to die.” 

Fenimore suggests the emphasis on learning later in life
shouldn’t be about how well the memory is functioning but on
whether it brings satisfaction and builds self-esteem: “So many
times (interview subjects) said, ‘Learning is the spark. It’s what
keeps us going.’”

e basic nature of student life differs for older students —
whether it’s based on their past experiences as students or in
terms of their social interactions with younger classmates.

Pearson recalls lining up in the gym to register for classes —
and the time phone registration was a great leap in technology.
Blackstone laughs about getting out the scissors, whiteout and

All Ages
middle-age students
do it for the pure love
of learning. 

Back to the books:
chris Weicker,
dominique roelants,
and evamarie
Weicker.

eleCTIVeS
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typewriter to write an essay. 
“e tools young people

use today, without even giv-
ing it two seconds of
thought,” she muses. “We
have an expectation for those
tools to be easy and conven-
ient. When technology fails

us, we have no tolerance for that. at is a huge change.”
Blackstone loves being on campus and yet “there are times I

feel very aware of being other, being outside their peer group.” She
notices it when they start talking about things we all live through in
our early 20s. “I just zip it,” she says. “I don’t think my perspective
would be valued.”

In class though, the age gap tends to fade as students of
whatever age or background approach course material from a
similar starting point. A fascinating new theory or a shared
deadline are more gripping focal points than age. Catherine
Garrett, a 19-year-old Slavic studies major, found it “strange at
first” to have an 80-year-old in her class until she “told a story
about learning Russian during World War II, in China.” It added
a whole new level of interest. 

After all, as Blackstone puts it, “Passion is ageless.”

Returning to UVic to do a degree, after 35 years of marriage,
might be the equivalent of renewing marriage vows. “I still like
him after all these years,” says Evamarie Weicker with a chuckle.
Having spent three decades in the Canadian military, stationed

in the same locations but working separately, she and husband
Chris Weicker say studying together is an opportunity to be
together. 

Paying for two degrees and sending their dogs off to daycare
on school days is costly, but two years into their degree in Pacific
and Asian Studies, inspired by their overseas stationing in China,
they say there are far more advantages than disadvantages to
studying together. 

ey have found working as a team gives them a classroom
advantage. In history class, they compare and are astounded by
what the other misses. ey also say their learning of the Chi-
nese language is accelerated by being able to practice together.
“It’s double the value,” says Chris.  

eir choice to do a degree instead of auditing courses is
linked to their military background — they’re goal-oriented and
want the challenge. Chris was concerned that auditing would
leave them feeling like “flies on the wall,” not as immersed as
they wanted to be. ey will be earning three credits in an
upcoming field school to Japan, an exciting opportunity the
degree track has allowed them.

Like every good student they get stressed at times. Evamarie
says, “When I get myself worked up Chris asks me ‘what’s the
worst thing that could happen? You fail. Oh well.’” Still, a lot of
people want to know why they are putting themselves through
it. Chris, a philosophical 57 years young, tells them: “We had to
do something. If it wasn’t this, what would it be? Life is short.” T

Learning is the
spark. It’s what
keeps us going.
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By JOhn Threlfall, Ba ’96
phOTO By gInger grIep-rUIz

for Shannan Calcutt, what happens in Vegas keeps her in Vegas. But
after a decade starring in Cirque du Soleil’s Zumanity at the New York
New York Hotel and Casino, Calcutt and her famed alter-ego clown

“Izzy” will be performing at the Phoenix in October as part of the Department
of eatre’s 50th anniversary celebrations. 

Part burlesque and part cabaret, Zumanity is billed as an “erotic thrill ride”
and has become one of the must-see sensations in a city built on sensory
overload. Yet Calcutt, BFA ’97, plays down the show’s sensational side and
instead sees it as that rarest of theatrical gems: a steady job. 

“It’s a great, great gig,” she says. “We do two
shows a day, five days a week, 477 shows a year.
My partner and I are the comedians in the show,
and we change what we do every night based on
what the audience says and does. at keeps it
fresh.” 

While Calcutt had mask and movement train-
ing at UVic, she didn’t formally study clowning
until after graduation — at California’s acclaimed
Dell’Arte International School of Physical eatre
and the noted Calgary physical theatre company
e Green Fools — which was where Izzy first
emerged with what became her signature line.
“We were doing duos at a cabaret in front of an
audience and I asked my clown partner, ‘Do you
think I’m pretty?’ at’s really where Izzy was
born.”

It didn’t take long for Calcutt to make a name
for herself with the Izzy trilogy — Burnt Tongue,
It’s Me, Only Better! and Out of My Skin — winning
multiple awards and playing to sold-out audi-
ences across North America and as far afield as
the Sidney Opera House. She was scouted by
Cirque du Soleil as early as 2000 but it wasn’t until
2005 she joined Zumanity. 

Not that she’s been resting on Izzy’s laurels
since then. “I just finished a Master of Fine Arts in
Writing for Dramatic Media with the University of

A Toast t  
The department of Theatre
turns 50 with an October
series of events and
performances, including
las Vegas show veteran
Shannan Calcutt and her
clown act, Izzy.

off the strip and back to campus:
Shannan calcutt will be part of the
Theatre department’s 50th birthday bash.
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 t to eatre
Nevada, Las Vegas,” she says. “I spent a lot of time in the dress-
ing room writing papers.”

Calcutt mentions eatre professors John Krich, Linda
Hardy and Julianna Saxton as key influences, but legendary
Prof. Kaz Piesowocki was singularly important. “As the move-
ment coach, Kaz was a huge influence on me…he made such an
impact on us all — the way he taught impulse, physicality, the
breath — it was all so simple, but resonates in everything I’ve
done since.”

Nearly 20 years since graduating, Calcutt is philosophical
about aging alongside her character. “As you get older, so does
your clown, so Izzy has really grown up here in Vegas,” she says.
“In Burnt Tongue, Izzy is very innocent — it’s her first show,
she’s all about finding a guy — but now she’s one of the sex
experts in Zumanity. Izzy has a husband in the show — played
by my clown partner, Nicky Dewhurst — but my ‘real life’ hus-
band Darren Pitura is our back-up, so I do work with him on
occasion too. Darren and I have had two kids, so my body isn’t
25 anymore. at’s the beauty of being a clown — instead of
having the shame of not looking like you used to, you shame-
lessly celebrate it instead.”

Best advice she was ever given? “Make your own show; don’t
wait to be cast. Look at the alumni coming back (for the
anniversary) — Charles Ross or TJ Dawe or myself — we’ve all
created our own vehicles to perform. Don’t wait for someone to

decide that you’re
good enough, or
smart enough, or
talented enough.
Talent is great,
but you’ll never
have more than
you do today. You
can work on skills
and training, but
it’s motivation
and drive that will
get you where you
want to go.”  T

50 years of Curtain Calls
The department of Theatre will celebrate its first 50 years of
education and performance with an expanded series of shows
by alumni along with reunion events this fall.

The Spotlight on alumni festival at the phoenix Theatre
extends over three weekends in october. Charles ross, Bfa ’98,
will presents his “trilogy of nerd trilogies” the one-man Star wars
Trilogy, one-man lord of the rings Trilogy and one-man Dark
Knight: A Batman parody (oct. 11-13). TJ dawe, Bfa ’97, performs
his breakthrough solo show The Slipknot (oct 18-22). and
Shannan Calcutt, Bfa ’97, and her clown alter-ego Izzy perform
Burnt Tongue (oct. 25-29).

“The people who started our department were fearless in
their vision and commitment. They transformed one of the old
military huts on campus into a stage and that ‘can do’ attitude
has never left,” says department chair dr. allana lindgren. “our
students roll up their sleeves and work together to create
amazing productions throughout the year.”

The three alumni productions highlight Theatre’s
combination of training and entrepreneurship. “But it was very
difficult to decide which of our alumni to invite to perform in our
alumni festival,” says lindgren. “Ultimately, we wanted our
current students to have opportunities to engage with our
alumni and to learn from their experiences. charlie, TJ, and
Shannan are all wonderful mentors for aspiring artists.”

Theatre grads are also invited to alumni reunion weekend
nov. 11-13, including performances of les liaisons Dangereuses, a
decade-by-decade lunch, Saturday night dinner party, family
fun run/walk, a light brunch or just hang out in the mcIntyre
Studio like the old days. details and registration at
phoenixtheatres.ca/50th.calcutt, as Izzy.

humble beginnings:
The phoenix
Theatre’s early
home, in one of the
converted military
huts.
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The COlleCTIOn

Ad Vitam Aeternam
manuscripts — for all time.

rare print and archival materials (and objects too!) covering millennia
of human endeavor are cared for and made available for study by the
UVic Libraries’ Special Collections and University Archives.

e recent “Medieval Manuscripts in Canada Workshop and Symposium”
featured materials from the Libraries’ growing medieval and early modern
collections plus student analysis of these centuries-old documents, the physi-
cal characteristics of which often have much to tell us beyond the text.

Dr. Erik Kwakkel of Leiden University, the Netherlands (formerly of the
UVic History Department) led a workshop and delivered the keynote talk:
“From Navarre to Victoria: e Discovery of a New Pamplona Bible of c. 1200
at the University of Victoria.” 

First thought to date from the 15th century, a UVic fragment has been
linked by Kwakkel to the creation of two monumental Bibles produced cen-
turies earlier in Spain. 

Students from Dr. Adrienne Williams Boyarin’s manuscript studies classes
presented findings from research conducted with Special Collections’
medieval materials, including their use of ultraviolet light to transcribe text
from a page washed of its 14th-century ink (a fragmentary copy of a famous
medieval Latin poem, the Poetria nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf).T

english genealogical roll, 16th century. a 6.4-metre roll
on parchment has information on popes, kings, and
archbishops from 597-1472. Student research suggests
that the roll was likely produced in kent or canterbury
and is related to a similar document in the pepys library
at magdalene college, cambridge.

Statutes of the Order of the garter, 16th century.
Students found that the manuscript records a short-lived
version of the reform Statutes (governing ancient english
chivalric order) issued under king edward VI, and that it
matches those held at the Bodleian library, oxford and
the British library. The text of the UVic manuscript has
never been copied or otherwise reproduced.

Sacrifice of abraham (fragment), c. 1200. historian erik
kwakkel conducted further research on this fragment on
a recent visit to UVic.

medicinal and Culinary miscellany, 14th — 17th
century. medicinal and culinary recipes, other ephemera,
mostly in Italian (Bolognese dialect).

The COlleCTIOn

Ad Vitam Aeternam
manuscripts — for all time.
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By KIm WeSTad

The last time Julie Angus saw her Syrian relatives — uncle, aunt, three
young cousins — was in September of 2008. ey shared a traditional
Middle Eastern feast of kibbeh and heaping platters of salads, all

topped with rich oil from the family’s olive grove. 
It was a peaceful home in the city of Aleppo, the country’s second largest

urban centre known for its UNESCO-designated old town. e kids played on
the bikes that Julie and her husband Colin had pedaled across Europe. 

A few years later, as the Syrian civil war grew, that home would be caught
in the middle of clashes between government forces and rebels. Explosions,
death and violence became everyday occurrences. It was harder and harder
to find food, water or medication. 

When a bomb struck the apartment building, killing the family next door, it
was time for Angus’ extended family to leave. eir trek has been harrowing. A
world away, in Victoria, their new home awaits. But the ordeal is still not over.

Last fall, groups gathered and wondered what they could do to help refugees.
Julie Angus attended one of those meetings in Victoria’s Fairfield neighbour-
hood. A few dozen people were expected. It drew hundreds. 

It also showed Angus a way that she could try to help her family more directly
— through the federal government’s private sponsorship of refugees program. 

“When I last saw my cousins in Syria, they were so young and innocent.

Now, their future has been stolen from them,”
Angus recalled thinking at the time. “But if we
could sponsor them, we could give them back
their future.”

To sponsor privately, a group needs to raise
$55,000 to cover the family’s costs for their first year.

e amount seemed like a lot but help “just
grew very naturally,” Angus says. “It’s happening
right across Canada, this grassroots movement to
help others.”

Lillian Bayne, an adjunct professor at UVic and
a health policy and planning consultant, and
husband Michael Hayes, UVic’s director of
Health Education and Research, had just fin-
ished a basement renovation in their Fairfield
home. ey are approaching retirement and had
plans to rent it out.

“We were watching the news and heard the
new federal government’s intention to stick to its
campaign promise of bringing 25,000 refugees in

all set: Julie angus (right)
with homeowner lillian
Bayne who, with her
husband michael hayes,
has made her basement
suite available to angus’
Syrian relatives.

Waiting for a New Start
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to Canada by calendar year end,”
Bayne says. “We simultaneously
turned to one another and said:
‘Let’s make our place available for a
refugee family.’”

ey shared their plans with
friends who, in turn, knew of Angus’
group and put them together.

In March of 2015, Angus' uncle Bas-
sam, aunt Alia and their then 10-
and 14-year-old daughters and 19-
year-old son paid a smuggler to get
them to a Turkish border crossing
noted for the average of five lives it
claimed each day. 

Germany granted them refugee
status but at the airport in Antalya,
the family was dealt another blow. Turkish customs officers
questioned the family’s documentation, saying it was fraudu-
lent. (at claim would later be proven false.) e officers con-
fiscated their passports and German visas. 

“It was a very frightening time, knowing what they were up
against,” says Angus. “ey were so close to freedom and a new
life and it was taken away, just like that, after all they had already
endured.”

Desperate, Angus’ aunt decided to make the dangerous jour-
ney back to Aleppo to try to cash in a pension and to try and get
new passports. 

She was able to get her own passport and some money. But
en route back to Turkey — she relied on a group of expensive

smugglers to take her through ISIS-
controlled territory — she broke an
ankle while picking her way through
a minefield. e group left her there.

One of the smugglers later
returned and she was reunited with her family in their small
rented apartment in the southeastern city of Mersin, home to
thousands of Syrian refugees. Syrian refugees are not allowed to
work or travel in Turkey and survive in the most basic living
conditions.

e family was unable to get new German visas and have
since been living in limbo. ey have survived on the aunt’s sav-
ings, and money sent from family members, including Julie’s
father, Husam. He came to Canada at the age of 20 with no
money and little English. He started working in a kitchen and
eventually put himself through college. He went on to become
an airline executive, a flight engineer in the Canadian Air Force
and, more recently, an author.

“My family’s story is similar to that of millions of Syrians,”
Angus says. “e only difference is they are not anonymous
masses viewed through a TV or newspaper. ey are family.”

Fundraising by the Fairfield Refugee Sponsorship group —
with events like movie nights at a local school — exceeded their
initial goal of $55,000. ey topped $110,000, enough to sponsor
another family of refugees — a single mother, her two children
under the age of five and her two brothers. 

eir paperwork — 99 pages — is still being processed, while
Angus’ family’s is further along and has been approved. It’s a
matter of anxious waiting.

Given what happened when the family thought they had safe
passage to Germany, neither Angus nor her Syrian family will feel
sure about their arrival until they’re on the ground in Canada.

Everything is ready and waiting for them, right down to the
furnished Fairfield suite, where the beds are made and cup-
boards are stocked.

Julie and her husband Colin Angus have confronted danger,
stress and adversity as modern day adventurers. ey once
rowed an eight-metre boat across the Atlantic, dodging
freighters and a hurricane. She can see parallels between that
experience and the daunting task she’s waiting to complete.

“It’s been a huge challenge. At the beginning, you think, ‘How
in the world are we ever going to do it?’ But you just believe in it
and take one small step at a time. It can seem overwhelming and
intimidating at first, but you take one small step after the other
and you do it.”  T

Before the war: 
a marketplace, or “souq”,
in the ancient city of
aleppo, Syria.

It’s
happening
right across
canada, this
grassroots
movement
to help
others.
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Campus Compassion
The UVic campus responded to the international refugee crisis with
outreach, community action and direct support. The university
provided new funding to the local arm of the World University Services
canada (WUSc) to double the number student spaces for refugees
over the next three years. The division of continuing Studies added to
its english language and skills training for refugees. 

continuing Studies staff raised funds to support a refugee family as
did a group from the department of history. a special course on global
migration and refugee issues was offered by the School of public
administration and the university set up an aid fund, matching
contributions from the university community, to an additional $50,000.

By Sarah laZIn

The situation in Syria and its
repercussions form the
largest humanitarian crisis
since WWII. The response has
been varied, as UVic
researchers from across
disciplines highlighted during
a two-hour panel discussion
during the university’s
Ideafest in march. 

Beyond Images
The photo of alan kurdi, the
three-year-old refugee who
drowned in September 2015,
sparked global concern and
gave the Syrian crisis a
human face. But dr. adel
guitouni of gustavson School
of Business, whose expertise
includes democratic
transitions in the middle east,
said that months later people
began to lose “a little bit of
the humanity that we felt.” 

What’s more difficult to
portray in the media are the

ongoing issues of poverty,
violence, persecution and
lack of opportunity for those
who remain behind. 

not Just Syria
The struggle to address the
displacement of millions of
people reduces faith in how
nations share the burden of
order, peace, and security,
according to dr. Scott Watson,
a political scientist with an
interest in migration and
refugee policy. “If you look at
what’s going on around the
world there is no burden-
sharing going on,” he said.
“There’s burden-imposition.”

The Un says 4.8 million
Syrians have been forced out
while another 6.6 million
have been internally
displaced. globally, the Un
refugee agency puts the
world total of “refugees of
concern” at 15.1 million, the
highest in 20 years (plus 5.1
million in middle east camps). 

“The emphasis on the
Syrian refugee crisis,” said
Watson, “does an injustice to
the fact that there are refugee
crises in many parts of the
world that are not getting the
(same) attention.”

Where Canada
Stands
“canadians have a long and
somewhat uneven history of
welcoming refugees,” said dr.
penny Bryden, whose
research in the department
of history includes domestic
canadian politics since WWII.
canada had become
increasingly isolationalist in
the past decade so “the quick
acceptance of 25,000
refugees — an insignificant
number in the grand scheme
of things — was a signal of
our willingness to help. (It)
brings canadians into a
relationship with foreign
policy in a unique way.

providing for 25,000 refugees
is everyone’s project.”

What’s next?
europe must choose a path
forward, said dr. oliver
Schmidtke, UVic european
Studies Scholar. “at the
moment, we are really at an
impasse,” he said. “There is no
real solution in sight.” 

guitouni is more
optimistic, proposing an
international push for
education and capacity
building, particularly for
children, youth, and women.
“This is not the role of the
government alone. It is the
responsibility of businesses
and civil societies.”

The complete discussion of
“The refugee Crisis: how has

the world responded?”
is on youTube.

refugee response: four Keys 

crisis line: refugees and migrants
enter a registration and transit
centre in croatia, 2015.
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a quirky mix of student  programmers.
dr. Jim Tanaka (left), the research
psychologist who leads them. and the
app software they designed that could
change the face of autism therapy.

By mIChelle WrIghT, BSC ‘99

Face
Code

above: andy Sung of carTe,
the UVic centre for autism
research, Technology and
education.
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“They’re a little tired in this photo,” says Dr. Jim Tanaka, showing a picture of
his team at the end of a sushi-fueled, 48-hour hack-a-thon in a rental house
he had booked for them on Airbnb. e five weary but smiling Psychology

and Computer Science students are dedicated programming coders who Tanaka
proudly calls a “rare breed.” What their combined skills have created is rare too. It’s LFI!
Scrapbook — an iPad app that helps kids on the autism spectrum to identify faces and
read emotions. 

“is is Jasmine,” Tanaka says, still holding the photo. Jasmine Yadeta, a third-year
student who Tanaka dubs “the quiet force,” came to the project with just two program-
ming courses under her belt. She buffed up on her coding skills by watching Stanford
tutorials on iTunes U “day in and day out, studying them religiously.”

ere’s also Noel Feliciano, “the ring leader” who pushed the team to make their
release deadline. Jon Bowen, “the show man” and app demo guy who can sell just
about anything. And Leandro Collares, “the world traveler” whose dedication to the
team often comes in the form of Skype-ing in to their weekly meetings.

en there’s Elliot Mcsmythurs, the youngest member of the team. Seventeen. A
self-taught coder and Minecraft modder, dreaming of becoming an engineer. “A whiz
kid,” says Tanaka. Mcsmythurs is also on the autism spectrum. 

“Elliot came to my office with his mom,” says Tanaka, a faculty member in the Psy-
chology Department. “He was 14 at the time and he wouldn’t even look at me, would
barely even speak.” Two years later, Tanaka says Mcsmythurs has blossomed. “Now,
he’s just like one of the guys. Of all the tech people, he’s probably the coolest.”

“It’s not uncommon to find people on the autism spectrum who are excellent pro-
grammers. ey have incredible powers of concentration. at’s part of the diagnosis,”
says Tanaka, whose research leans toward the cognitive and neurological processes in
object and face recognition.

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD), from a clinical standpoint, is a complex neurobio-
logical condition that can affect brain development and the ability to communicate
and interact socially. 

We approach autism
as a difference rather
than a deficit.

above: Jon Bowen.
opposite page:
laurence poirier
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“We approach autism as a difference rather than a deficit,” says Tanaka, who also
serves as director of the UVic Centre for Autism Research, Technology and Education
or CARTE. His early research focused on “expert” populations, people who become
absorbed by their obsessions. “I’m fascinated by people who are experts in things…and
kids with autism are a lot like experts.”

Tanaka has found connections between experts and some of the behaviors fre-
quently associated with ASD: attention to perceptual detail, sensitivity to different kinds
of environmental stimuli and limited, but extremely focused, interests. “ey’re tuning
into reality on a different scale.” 

Individuals with ASD also tend to have a hard time with faces. “It can be pretty
severe,” says Tanaka. “You hear horror stories about a mother taking her child to the
mall, becoming temporarily separated, and then discovering that the child has
glommed onto some other woman that sort of looks like mom.”

Learning to detect the subtle differences in expression that exist between individu-
als is an added challenge. As he says, “Everyone smiles a little differently.” 

So Tanaka, along with his students, set out to create a novel iPad app designed to
improve face recognition skills by incorporating images of familiar faces — family,
friends and teachers — rather than the faces of strangers on flashcards. 

“Working with Jim (Tanaka) was great,” says Feliciano, “because he always pushed
us to get things done without being overbearing. He was always full of ideas. Having
goals to work with is nice to have as a developer.”

Tanaka admits he has “zero programming skills,” but he held the team together with
leadership, vision and unwavering faith in their potential. He also brought the sushi to
their weekly Saturday night hack sessions. “‘I have no idea what your capabilities are,’”
Yadeta recalls Tanaka saying, “‘but you guys can figure it out. Right?’”

Feliciano chalks up the team’s success to “easygoing personalities,” while Yadeta has
a different take on the matter. “We’re all just really weird,” she says. “We are just such an
oddball group…and for some reason that just makes it work.” 

UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016 2

We are just such an
oddball group…and
for some reason that
just makes it work.
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It’s “content-uploading” day at Victoria’s Mosaic Learning Society for children with
ASD. Members of the CARTE team are coaching two teenagers through a series of emotive
expressions to load into the app: angry, sad, disgusted, happy, scared and surprised. 

One of the boys stands in front of a white backdrop, dressed in a well-loved Star
Wars t-shirt, his face molded into an understated sad expression. “Can you stick your
lower lip out a bit more?” prompts the coach, who is capturing the face actor on an
iPad. “It helps when you think about a sad situation.” e second teen sits on the couch
waiting for his moment in the spotlight. His feedback is a bit more blunt, though deliv-
ered with friendly affection, “at looks more like you ate a sour lemon.”

One of LFI’s best features is that it’s free. “Free is refreshing,” says Janice Green-
Stacey, Mosaic’s executive director. She says an overwhelmed parent can easily spend
upwards of $300 for a single ASD-focused app.

“A lot of ASD therapies are therapist-led,” adds Andy Sung, coordinator of CARTE’s
education team and a familiar face around Mosaic. “So as soon as the therapist leaves,
as soon as the door is closed, (the therapy) is over.” LFI is a way to help kids learn on
their own — any time, anywhere, at no cost. “You don’t need anyone else.”

With its open platform software system — built on basic principles of cognitive sci-
ence — LFI has almost endless uses. “Truly this app is only constrained by (the user’s)
imagination,” says Tanaka. He’s already seen it used as a study aid and to soothe anxi-
ety-prone kids. Tanaka uses it to help him remember the names of his students. 

It took over two years of coding sessions and beta testing at Mosaic but by February,
the app was ready to go. All that was needed was for someone to click the “Release to
iTunes” button and LFI! Scrapbook would be officially launched. e anticipation was
building as a crowd gathered, ready to celebrate.

e time had come. Well, almost. It seems a face coder’s work is never done.
“We’re having this pre-launch party and Noel (the team’s lead programmer) is in the

back working madly to finish the code,” says Tanaka. Smiling. T

When you don’t look
at someone’s face,
particularly the eyes,
you miss a lot of the
information being
conveyed in a social
interaction.

above: Jasmine yadeta.
opposite page: Zoë
WeIdeman.
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User’s guide
lfI! Scrapbook collects user-uploaded
photographs and two-second video
loops from an ipad camera. The pictures
become fodder for any of the app’s four
games: fuze, Splash, name game, and
memory. 

The games are interactive, colourful
and sharp. They’re also therapeutic, in a
sneaky sort of way. fuze — a fusion of the
upper and lower halves of any two
different faces — forces the user to look
closely at the eyes. 

“If  you don’t look at someone’s face,”
says dr. Jim Tanaka, “particularly the eyes,
you miss a lot of the information being
conveyed in a social interaction.”

In the Splash game, users enter a
world of coconut-strewn beaches and
undersea adventures. hot air balloons,
with individual photos, rise over a vibrant
blue sky. players earn points and climb
levels of difficulty by correctly tapping
photos that match a person’s name or a
type of emotion. 
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prOfIle

Search Terms
daniel Sieberg brings his background in US network news 
to head up google’s media outreach efforts.

By KeITh nOrBUry, Ba ’5
phOTOgraphy By maTTheW SepTImUS

When he lived at home on Tattersall Drive in Saanich,
Daniel Sieberg would see a spike in traffic every
December as the block — known as Candy Cane

Lane for all the homes with elaborate Christmas light displays —
attracted huge crowds.

Lately, these days, Sieberg tracks spikes in web traffic, as
global head of media outreach at the Google News Lab in New
York City.

Sieberg and his team have been following the races for
Republican and Democratic parties’ presidential nominations
closely — but not in ways that might predict the winners.
ey’re more interested in finding out what people are search-
ing for as the primaries unfold.

“We track the data, we look at what people are interested in,
the questions people have, and then we share that with the pun-
dits and the experts to let them interpret it,” said Sieberg, BFA
’98. “But it is fascinating to see the types of issues people are
interested in.”

During a Republican debate, candidate Marco Rubio stated
the US needed more welders than philosophers. “So not only do
we see an interest in Marco Rubio and that comment, but we
actually saw a spike in searches for welding classes,” Sieberg said.

Often, search terms aren’t remotely political. Whenever
Democratic hopeful Hillary Clinton walks onto the stage, one of
the first queries is, “How tall is Hillary Clinton?”

“ere are just these little moments that come out that really
illustrate what’s on people’s minds,” said Sieberg.

His role at Google has Sieberg helping editors and reporters
use digital tools and training to enhance their storytelling. How
he came to Google is a story in itself. 

At UVic, Sieberg majored in writing with a minor in film, and
he wrote for the Martlet. “He was still raw when he was in my
(introductory) class and I really noticed how he matured quick-
ly,” recalled retired Writing Prof. Cameron Young. “He was
focused on journalism, in the media more broadly, and in find-
ing his way.”

Sieberg went on to earn a master’s of journalism at UBC while
working full-time as a reporter at the Vancouver Sun and con-
tributing tech stories and video games reviews to CTV. “So I did-
n’t have any life whatsoever.”

Jobs reporting on technology for CNN, CBS and ABC led to his
current post with Google, whose parent company Alphabet
rivals Apple as the world’s largest publicly-traded company. 

Along the way, in 2011, he published
e Digital Diet, subtitled “a 4-step plan
to break your tech addiction and regain
balance in your life.”

Make no mistake, Sieberg said, it’s OK
to love technology “just not uncondition-
ally.” Or put another way: “We can’t forget
that it’s the people around us who matter.”

People around him who matter most
include his wife, Shanon Cook, a former
TV broadcaster from Australia who now
works for Spotify and is mom to their two
daughters, Kylie, 5, and Skye, almost 3.

“Her work is probably a little cooler
than mine,” Sieberg said of Cook, who
warrants her own Wikipedia page. “She’ll
message me and say, ‘Hey, Demi Lovato
is warming up in our office today for a
performance.’”

To a self-identified nerd, Google is a
pretty cool gig, too. As a tech reporter,
Sieberg had known people at Google. “It
always looked like an amazing place to
work but I thought, well, I’m not an engi-
neer. Of course I love technology but
what would I do there exactly?”

It turned out he could do a lot by using
his reporting background to help run the
News Lab team, people who “think a lot
about the intersection of technology and
news and where that’s headed.” Sieberg
still finds himself in front of the camera.
He made the rounds in December,
including an appearance on CBS is
Morning, to talk about Google’s annual
list of top trending searches. 

“ere’s a steep learning curve for
anybody who goes to work at Google but I
think I only had to hone my business acu-
men,” Sieberg said. “It’s full of incredibly
smart people. And all of them are ambi-
tious and want to change the world.” T

Brick by brick:
Sieberg in the lego
microkitchen at
google’s corporate
campus in
manhattan. 
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By erIC JOrdan, Bfa ’9

Video games are a worldwide phenomenon larger than
the movie industry, played by all ages in many different
countries. Once you factor in online and social gaming,

there are more middle-aged women playing video games than
teen boys in the US.

Canada is a powerhouse in the video games industry. More
people work in the video game business in this country than any
other nation (on a per capita basis). In BC, it employs about
5,500 people, with about 250 of them in Victoria.

e strength of the industry will play a critical role in the
growth of other technology industries. It’s particularly impor-
tant in encouraging young people to learn to program or to
learn other skills relevant to technology jobs. e video game
industry is uniquely placed to support this because games are a
valuable learning tool and — more critically — video games are
an area of technology that our youth is already excited about. 

e strength and continued growth of the sector in BC will
increase the long-term access to the talent that can keep the rest
of the tech industry on the cutting edge. 

ere is a lot of interest in where the sector will go next — here
and around the world. ere’s excitement about the possibilities
of virtual reality. It seems amazing to imagine putting on goggles
and having your entire world transformed. People talk about the
experience of VR as if it will be like the holodeck from Star Trek.
ere are some Vancouver Island companies that are deeply
invested in this area and they are excited about the future. 

However, I believe there is a less well-known movement in the
industry that will outperform its glamorous counterpart. ese
are “clicker” or “idle” games which — unlike VR and augmented
reality — are a grassroots movement. ey are driven by fans.

As the name would suggest, the primary action of these types
of games is to ‘click’ with the computer mouse (or ‘tap’ on
mobile) to interact with the game. However, from a simple
premise, the resulting designs of the games are increasingly var-
ied and inventive.

is kind of grassroots initiative has already created block-
buster success in the games industry. League of the Legends and
Defense of the Ancients 2 are franchises that were created from
fan created mods (add-ons to an existing game) that blew up
into a massive fan-driven phenomenon. League of Legends
alone boasts 67 million players a month and features an annual

tournament where the top prize is $1 mil-
lion and watched by 32 million online
viewers. 

Idle games are already indicating they
can also achieve such success. ey have
very low barriers to entry. We know from

my company’s game, Crusaders of the Lost Idols, that the appeal
runs across demographic categories, including both age and
gender. It’s also complimentary to modern multitasking enter-
tainment behaviour. 

Our fans play Crusaders in a variety of settings or while
watching TV or movies or waiting to participate in a multiplayer
game. at kind of penetration into various other activities for
gamers is a way the genre will grow.

How far exactly will idle games impact gaming? It's not
entirely clear yet. However, the fact that Vancouver Island is
home to some studios that have the potential to make a differ-
ence in this genre as well as in VR can only bode well for the
strength of our entire tech industry — regardless of which
proves more successful. T

eric Jordan is CeO of Codename entertainment in Victoria.

Seeing things: Vr
goggle demo at the
mobile World
congress in
february.

eSSay

Clicking Along
Virtual reality gets headlines but there’s a
potentially bigger impact coming to video games. 
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a surfer takes off, Sayulita.
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Mexican Dream
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he sounds of Mexico keep us entertained. Roosters crow
while dogs bark, birds chirp and horses clip-clop past on
the cobblestones. We can hear the happy voices of locals
and tourists outside our open-air casa in the village of
Sayulita, not far from Puerto Vallarta. It gets intense with

loud trucks and motorcycles roaring by, and Spanish music
blasts at all hours. But life feels incredibly vibrant. 

On a prior visit to Mexico, after walking the beach one day, I
found a coffee-surf shop owned by gringos. I had a flash of Nik and
I doing the same thing. I imagined Nik’s surf photos on display in
our own coffee shop-gallery and me meeting clients for a life-
coaching session. ough it took a few years to materialize, and
isn’t exactly what we foresaw, we’ve put our dreams into action.

We had moved between countries before, dropped every-
thing and started again. ose adventures helped to clarify our

life-long loves that include hot sun, beaches, surfing and an
easy-going lifestyle. It also instilled in us the awareness that it
was something we not only could do but really enjoyed. It’s the
foundation that made our Mexican dream possible, and it grew
in our thoughts until we couldn’t ignore it. 

We let go of the life that we had created over the previous
nine years. Our community in Shawnigan Lake, the house, our
belongings, our work, our son and daughter’s school, and our
friendships — all were let go. Some of these will continue in a
new form but for the others the loss is permanent.

As with any big life change there was sadness, fear, and
doubt before we left and those emotions still emerge when we
face new situations. 

As we were preparing to leave, people thought we were crazy
and feared for our safety. Family members (especially our kids),

What it’s like to give it all up for the life you love.
By marIeTTe WeST, Bed ’95
phOTOgraphy By nIK WeST, Ba ’95 

T
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friends, and even strangers questioned why we would give up
what we had created and loved in beautiful British Columbia.
Yet we never doubted our decision to live simply and embrace
the growth that comes from challenge and change.

Letting go of consistent photography work with great clients
was Nik’s biggest risk. It was also what was needed to allow him
to realize his dream of being a surf photographer. Walking to the
beach every day he quickly got to know the locals and visitors,
who began to look forward to seeing his pictures. 

Mail delivery is unreliable, and finding quality printing, fig-
uring out cultural and language differences can be challenging,
but he gets to be in and out of the water every day with his cam-
era, doing what he loves.

Our two children, preteens who only remember living in one
place, are missing their friends. Finding the courage to make
new ones has been uncomfortable, but a surprise result is they
have found they actually enjoy each other’s company. 

We are probably most often asked about their education. We
chose homeschooling to give them the opportunity to learn at
their own pace, in their own style and from where they are at in

2 UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016

their learning rather
than where their age
says they should be. 

Homeschooling
has its ups and downs
just like school did
when we were in
Canada, but they are

determined to be learners and they love that it can still happen
in our home or in the community, in a few hours per day. 

As a former teacher, I was excited to be a part of their learn-
ing in this way but life coaching is my passion so both earn my
time and focus. Wanting to leave time for playing in the sun and
sand, as well, the balance can get tricky.

After some resistance, they are embracing the new culture
(outdoor living, celebrations, dogs and garbage), a new lan-
guage (Duolingo and Gringo Espanol have been fun), new food
(fish tacos, doughnuts on the beach, empanadas and popsicles
are a hit) and new activities (body surfing, snorkeling, protect-
ing turtles, shell collecting, stand-up paddle boarding). 

People thought we
were crazy and
feared for our safety.
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Some days and some areas are harder than others but each
day we see their courage and confidence growing and visits
from family and friends have definitely helped.

For me, being hit with dengue fever, and balancing my life
coaching career with homeschooling have been my main obsta-
cles. Dengue fever comes with joint pain, reduces mobility and
lasts anywhere from a month to up to a year. In a place where we
walk everywhere and cobblestones cover the roads, this is a
challenge that only can be overcome with local remedies,
ibuprofen and lots of patience. 

is journey has already allowed us to let go of what was no
longer working, to keep the parts we love, and to go with what
we were being pulled to do. It has provided us with opportuni-
ties to challenge, question and get clear on what creating a life
we love looks like. We can’t imagine being anywhere else and
see ourselves coming back for at least another nine months.
“Creating a life we love” is our guide and we are willing to com-
mit to it regardless of what gets in the way. T

opposite page: mariachi band, Sayulita beach.
Sayulita scenes: Sunset at the beach in Sayulita.
Traditional dancers waiting to perform.
coconut machete.
dia de los muertos (day of the dead festival).
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In November your alumni board of directors
regular meeting had a bit of a twist. We went

on a field trip to the Fine Arts Building. 
We had the good fortune of seeing up close

the facilities that host talented students, staff
and professors in the Faculty of Fine Arts. Led
by Acting Dean Susan Lewis, we learned so
much about the dynamic learning opportuni-
ties in the faculty’s eatre, Music, Writing,
Visual Arts, and Art History and Visual Studies
departments. It was incredible to see what
goes on behind the scenes in such a hub of
creative activity.

For some of us it was the first time we had
visited that part of campus. It made me realize
again there is a lot going on at UVic that I never
experienced.

ere are all kinds of opportunities for
alumni and the general public to take advan-
tage of what campus has to offer. Aside from
taking classes again you can:
• Take in a play at the Phoenix eatre, includ-

ing the annual Spotlight on Alumni series.

• Have a meal at the new Mystic Market in the
University Centre — great prices, great food.

• Read a good book at the McPherson Library
and grab coffee at the Biblio Café.

• Enjoy a walk around Finnerty Gardens.
• See a movie at Cinecenta.

And don’t forget about the Alumni ONECard
for discounts at businesses and services on-
and off-campus for a one-time fee of $20. It’s
also part of a new campus-wide ONECard sys-
tem (and available from the ONECard office in
the University Centre). 

If you don’t live near campus, you can still
visit virtually. ere’s a great new campus tour
video, “Discover Your Edge,” on the UVic
YouTube channel. 

So I hope you continue to enjoy your con-
nection to UVic and learn what this ever-
changing place has to offer. If you have any
questions about the alumni association or if
you want to get involved as a volunteer, reach
me at alumni@uvic.ca.

 UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016 paInTIng By georgIna cooTeS hélÈne cyr phoTo

May
UVic alumni
association agm
may 1 | University Club

Art and Reconciliation
Dr. Andrea Walsh (right, holding a painting by
Stuart Joseph), featured in the cover story in the
autumn issue of the Torch, will be the keynote
speaker at the annual general meeting of the
UVic Alumni Association. Walsh, BA ’91, will give
a talk about reconciliation and the work she and
community partners have been engaged in to
bring to light the incredible art of young people
in the Alberni Indian Residential School.

events

personality plus
one of the highlights of alumni Week 2016, chancellor Shelagh
rogers had a highly entertaining and informative chat with the noted
personality psychologist and cambridge University distinguished
Scholar Brian little, Ba ‘64 on stage at the first metropolitan United
church in Victoria. Their talk, “Introverts’ night out” is on youTube.

alUmnI lIfe

Campus Connections
By leSley paTTen, Bcom ‘96 • alUmnI preSIdenT

It was incredible
to see what
goes on behind
the scenes in
such a hub of
creative activity.
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a$100,000 donation from the UVic Alumni Association will
support scholarships, bursaries and athletics, including a

new alumni-supported cheering zone in the performance gym
at the Centre for Athletics, Recreation and Special Abilities.

e new Student Spirit section was unveiled prior to the Jan.
29 men’s basketball game between the Vikes and the UBC un-
derbirds.

e association’s gift includes $75,000 for scholarships and
bursaries and $25,000 for CARSA.

“e history and accomplishments of student athletes are
sources of incredible pride at UVic,” Alumni Association President
Lesley Patten, BCom ‘96 said. “e link between active, healthy
lifestyles and education has always been important at UVic. is
donation reflects and enhances that connection even more.”

e donation helped start the ninth annual UVic Alumni
Week — the series of more than a dozen events to highlight the
impact of UVic grads in their communities.

“It’s wonderful to see our UVic Alumni Association step up
and make a significant contribution to a UVic priority project,”
said Clint Hamilton, Director of Vikes Athletics and Recreation.
“is is a powerful statement and a tremendous example of the
positive impact that our alumni continue to make on UVic.”

Over the years, the volunteer-led UVic Alumni Association has
given nearly $900,000 in support of students and the university.

e association also supports ongoing excellence in teach-
ing and distinguished alumni awards, alumni events, benefits,
and communications.

August
20th UVic golf Classic
aug.  | Uplands golf Club

Vancouver Canadians
Baseball night
aug. 17 | nat Bailey Stadium

September
Class of ’66 reunion
Sept. 17 | UVic 

Outdoors Club
reunion (1965-72)
Sept. 17 – 1 | UVic Campus

Vikes Championship
Breakfast
Sept. 27 | CarSa

June
Social Work alumni
reception
June 2 | Calgary

Spring Convocation
June 1 – 17 | UVic Centre
Webcast: uvic.ca/convocation

Canada day Celebration
June 29 | mountain View, Ca

July
Toronto alumni
Branch mixer
July 21

deTaIlS + regISTraTIOn: 
alumni.uvic.ca

richard fyfe
mBa ’99 | Business
deputy attorney general, Bc.

John m. Wilson
cert ’98 | continuing Studies
ceo, Wilson’s Transportation.

Clint hamilton
med ’92 | education
director, UVic athletics and
recreation.

Jacques van Campen
Beng ’88 | engineering
Vp, Schneider electric.

glynis leyshon
Ba ’73 | fine arts
opera, theatre director.

glen Coulthard
phd ’10 | human & Social
development
Indigenous studies scholar,
author.

dan Sharp
Ba ’84 | humanities
entrepreneur.

robert lapper
llB ’81 | law
ceo, law Society of Upper
canada.

Terry eastwood
dipl ’72 | UVic libraries
pioneering archivist.

dr. patrick mcallister
BSc ’81 | medical Sciences
reconstructive surgery
specialist.

Bruce Shepherd
BSc ’85 | Science
computer scientist.

Brenda eaton
ma ’89 | Social Sciences
former deputy minister to
the premier.

honour role
The annual distinguished alumni awards — selected
by each of the faculties, divisions and the UVic
libraries — were presented during alumni Week at a
special ceremony in the royal BC museum.

alUmnI lIfe

Amped Up
Cheers for student support from alumni.
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1970s
rOBerT COUlTer, Ba ’72
(political Science), writes: “after
living in ottawa for almost 30
years, I retired as a senior
executive with the federal
government in 2007 and moved
to pakistan where I was a
consultant to a mining
community on community
relations and social policy. In
2009, I returned to Victoria and
am currently a director of the
Union club of British columbia.”

graeme dOaK, Ba ’75
(political Science), recently retired
from pacific northern gas where
he was Vp for human resources
and government relations. his
“career included the corporate
side as well as professional

services. mostly in canada but
some abroad.”

lIa VerSaeVel, Ba ’76
(Sociology), writes:  “In addition
to serving on the UVic alumni
association board of directors
and the senate committee on
continuing studies, I was elected
in november to be president of
family mediation canada, a
nation-wide organization
certifying and registering
mediators to work in public and
private service. after 40 years
work in mediation, I am
honoured to be chosen by my
peers to lead this prestigious
organization.”

1980s
phIlIp allIngham, ma ’81
(english), writes: “moving back to

Victoria in June after retiring my
professorship at lakehead
University was probably my best
decision in the past year,
although doing a plenary paper
at the polish association for
Studies in english conference in
Warsaw in September and
signing up to do a conference
presentation in reykjavik in July
are a close second and third.”

JO BeaTTIe, Bed ’83, and greg
BeaTTIe, BSW ’83, have moved
back to Victoria: “We have not
returned however as the ‘nearly
deads’ we hope! When we arrived
in Victoria in 1980 we were ‘newly
weds.’  We moved, from our
beloved community of prince
george and adventures working
and living across canada and
back in the Uk, to be closer to our
three children and new grandson
who are all living here in Victoria.

I am teaching at St. patrick’s
School. apart from teaching, my
passion has been working with
musicians in various capacities.
greg and I started the prince
george folk festival Society in
2003 which after four summer
festivals we morphed in 2008 into
the prince george coldsnap
festival. This event runs over nine
days in late January. It was very
difficult to leave our pg
community. however, we are so
glad to be down here too. greg
works for the catholic diocese of
Victoria and also as a family
therapist in private practice. as
his own ‘therapy’ greg has played
music. Since being in Victoria he
has reunited with two other
alumni, kenn faris and phillip
gawthrop. They used to busk
down in market Square and could
be heard regularly practicing in
the maclaurin Building hallways.

ClaSS nOTeS
news and photos from around the alumni world.
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They have reformed as The lake
men! We look forward to
becoming involved in the Victoria
community.”

rOy CUllen, mpa ’88, is
known as a tireless fighter against
corruption and has been active
with the global organization of
parliamentarians against
corruption since 2002. In 2008 his
book, The poverty of Corrupt
Nations, analysed corruption and
outlined measures necessary to
end it. during 12 years as member
of parliament (etobicoke north),
roy was parliamentary secretary
to the minister of finance and
involved in designing and
implementing canada’s anti-
money-laundering regime. he
lives in Victoria and recently
spoke at the canadian club of
Victoria.

hIlary hanSen, Bed ’89, says:
“The most exciting things that
have happened to me in the last
six months concern my
grandchildren. We have ten! one
of my grandsons is registered at
UVic and is currently in
attendance following in my
footsteps and those of three of
his four aunts. my granddaughter
played hockey this year for the
U18 Women’s national team in
the IIhf world championships
bringing home silver. my life is
still very exciting in retirement.”

dIanne harTWICK, ma ’81
(education), writes: “I finally
finished all the courses for my
real estate license — quite the
journey but so proud to be
following in my mom’s footsteps.
She had a stellar career and her
reputation was solid. I’ve chosen
the West Vancouver brokerage of
angell hasman and associates.”

TOrIa hOrner, BSc ’86
(Biochemistry), spent the last 30
years in the Uk, 20 of them as a
medical herbalist. “Since 2005, I
was rebuilding a derelict chateau
in southwestern france until
house and partner were hit by
lightning in 2014. have nursed
partner back to an upright
position but now trying to come
home to Victoria. my parents
need my help and there are more
opportunities for us to recover
from the setback. hopefully will
be back in Bc soon.”

1990s
KaThleen Cherry, med ’95,
(counselling psychology), writes:
“I am thrilled to announce the
publication of my second
children’s book, everyday Hero,
through orca. This is a middle-
grade book (ages 9-12) and it has
already received critical acclaim
with a four-star rating from Cm
magazine.”

lIndSay C. leWIS, Ba ’94
(applied linguistics), is an english
consultant. “I worked at colleges,
universities and St. michaels
University School and have been
tutoring for 20 years. I’ve written
writing won’t Hurt a Bit: painless
remedies for english aliments to
assist university students with
essay writing, (having a little fun
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Rink Rats Reunion
daVe COUSInS knew his way around the ice when he was
playing Vikings hockey along the way to his bachelor of
education degree from 1969 to 1974.

Want proof? he was the price & Smith men’s Wear player of
the week in march 1970 (winning what was billed as a
“handsome sport shirt”) when the Vikings were on their way to
claiming the Vancouver Island hockey league’s colony cup. 

The VIhl included the chemainus Blues. “Big mean, ex-
pros taking out their frustrations on those hippie, long-hairs
from that university near Victoria,” recalls cousins (seated to
the right of captain Stan ruzicka in the Vikings 1969 – 70
team photo above).

The Vikings had less success against other universities on
the much stronger canada West circuit. “let’s just say we
won a few and lost a lot. But the players never, ever gave up
until the final whistle,” says cousins, who now lives in
kelowna. “on occasion, we were known to drown our
sorrows at the gorge pub.”

Varsity hockey at UVic ended in 1973 but its history is
strong and the players share a bond. That’s why cousins
decided to host a reunion. 

“response so far has been incredible,” he says. “The main
years that have responded are between 1968-75 but I would
like to encourage other alumni to attend. I actually ended
up working with a couple of the original players (from the
early ‘60s): the late armand lalonde from Sparwood, Bed
’69, and rollie cacchioni, Bed ’65, a kelowna school trustee
and board member of the okanagan Sports hall of fame.
UVic blood runs thick throughout the province.”

ex-Vikings hockey players interested in attending the reunion
Sept. 1 -16 can reach dave Cousins on email at

cousinsdave@shaw.ca.

lIndSay C. leWIS, Ba ’94
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with their mistaken belief that
english is a pain in the derriere).

rIChard Van Camp, Bfa ’97
(Writing), is celebrating the 20th
anniversary of the publication of
his bestselling coming-of-age
novel, The lesser Blessed. a special
anniversary edition includes two
new stories and an introduction
by richard. a proud member of
the dogrib (Tlicho) nation from
fort Smith, nWT, richard has
published 20 books in 20 years.
he was awarded Storyteller of the
year for both canada and the US
by the Wordcraft circle of native
Writers and Storytellers.

2000s
CraIg CarefOOT, BSc ’05
(computer Science), earned the
early achievement award from
the chartered professional
accounts of Bc for professional
achievement and volunteer
service.

TIa CaSper, Bfa ’14 (Visual
arts), is in the mfa program at
the Bergen academy of art and
design in Bergen, norway.
graduating in spring 2017.

SUSan CrOCKfOrd, phd ’04
(Interdisciplinary), writes: “I wrote
my first science-based novel.
eaten: A novel is a terrifying polar
bear attack thriller set in
newfoundland in 2025: residents
and visitors face a spring
onslaught of hungry bears
looking for prey when the seals
they usually eat disappear.
available from amazon in
paperback and a variety of ebook
formats.”

laUra CUndarI, Jd ’07, is
now a partner at Blake, cassels &
graydon llp. She practices in
Vancouver, where she lives with
her husband and fellow litigator
kinji Bourchier, and their infant
daughter, celine.

pamela deWOlf, dipl ’00
(public Sector management), and
gUy deWOlf, Ba ’91 (russian),
have formed a band in their spare
time, called 2804ca. Six of their
original recordings are online.

mIChele (mISha)
gardIner, Ba ’03 (psychology),

is a certified clinical counsellor in
the okanagan. “ Inspired by
positive beginnings at UVic and
10 years’ experience in the
helping field, in 2015 I completed
a master’s degree in counselling
psychology and received
professional status as a certified
clinical counselor. I have
memberships with the
International association of
eating disorder professionals and
canadian psychological
association, fulfilling a lifelong
dream of establishing a private
practice focused on supporting
individuals, families, and
community organizations around
eating disorders, addictions,
suicide ideation, and concurrent
mental health issues. It seems

like a lifetime since I left UVic,
and yet the inspiration,
confidence, and strong ethical
foundation my professors
provided remain a vibrant
compass within. Thank you!”

laUrIe graham, Bfa ’08
(Writing), released her second
book of poetry, Settler education,
published this spring by
mcclelland & Stewart.

KIm henderSOn, mpa ’02,
became deputy minister to the
premier, cabinet secretary and
head of the Bc public service in

march. She is a past recipient of
the distinguished alumni award
from the faculty of human and
Social development.

dIOn manaSTyrSKI, BSc ’01
(Biology), published prairie
Sunset: A Story of Change — a fine
art photo-book featuring more
than 100 of his images of
abandoned barns and
farmhouses on the prairies.

Carla marTInez, Bed ’01,
writes: “I am living in Tacoma, Wa
with my loving husband, Isidro,
and two beautiful children, elias
(8 years old) and cadence (6 years
old). I am a second grade teacher
for the Tacoma public School
district going on eleven years

now. on feb. 10 I became a
United States citizen. however, I
still hang up my UVic alumni flag
in front of my classroom with
pride.”

naTalIe mChaffIe, dipl ’05
(cultural resource management),
works at the great War flying
museum, north of Toronto:
“during the past year, the artifact
building of the museum has
undergone a complete
renovation, from the foundations
up. Using a grant from the
Trillium foundation and over
4,000 hours of expert volunteer

time, the museum has been
transformed from a cold, damp,
dusty attic-type of collection to a
solid thoroughly reorganized and
researched set of exhibitions. In
addition to its collection of World
War I artifacts, the museum
builds, maintains and flies a small
fleet of full scale reproduction
great War aircraft.”

STephen prICe, med ’00
(physical education), is an
associate professor at mount
royal University in calgary. after
serving as department chair for
the past five years, he will be the
interim associate dean for the
faculty of health, community and
education for the 2016-2017
academic year.

Ted granT, lld ’08, the father of canadian photojournalism, is
familiar with parliament hill. he once shot informal portraits of robert
Stanfield, the former federal opposition leader. So there he was again this
winter, this time in the nation’s capital to receive the order of canada, in
honour of all of the historic images he caught with his leica. among
them the famous, exclusive image of pierre Trudeau sliding down the
bannister of the chateau laurier in 1968. grant chatted about that shot
during a 10- minute private meeting with prime minister Justin Trudeau
when he was in ottawa to accept the oc in february.

 UVIc Torch  SprIng 2016
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Love Cat
The perogy Cat gets a book — and theme song.

By greg praTT

With puffy white features and lovable personality, the
perogy cat is an iconic local comic character whose

popularity has inspired art projects worldwide. now the plump
feline ventures onto the high seas in The perogy Cat, a hard
cover kids’ book illustrated and written by gareth and Bronwyn
gaudin — with an assist from a canadian pop music superstar.

The gaudins met while at UVic, and gareth invented the
cartoon as a way to capture Bronwyn’s heart. Turns out, it
worked.

“Bronwyn was my crush and I only knew that she had a
diabetic cat named Tabitha, so I created the perogy cat as a

way to raise money for her cat’s insulin,” said gareth, who is
also co-owner of legends comics and Books and recently
finished two years as artist-in-residence at the royal Bc
museum. 

“So, I started publishing the perogy cat cartoons and
selling them to friends and family. We got married and had
two kids, and we’re still publishing the perogy cat. all the jocks
were after her but it was my cartoons that won her over.”

The same year perogy cat was conceived, 2003, they both
completed their UVic studies — gareth, with a Bachelor of
fine arts in drawing and painting, and Bronwyn with a history
of art degree with a minor in Women’s Studies. 

The fact that the book includes a perogy cat theme song
written and sung by ed robertson of the Barenaked ladies
doesn’t hurt. he also recorded a dramatic reading of the book.

“he is a collector of our art, and whenever he’s in town we
hang out,” says gareth about robertson. “I told him about the
book deal, and he seemed excited enough to write a perogy
cat theme song for it. We didn’t ask him. It just showed up,
and that was really exciting.”

Bronwyn says that she learned a lot about being a working
artist while watching gareth at UVic, and that the two work
very well together on projects like this book, even if it’s not
always easy.

“We both struggle with different styles of procrastination. I
guess that’s our biggest challenge,” she says. “Sometimes I feel
I need to stand firm about the art direction of a project but I
also fully trust gareth’s vision. That’s something I learned
quickly observing gareth — to trust his vision and trust his
process.”

and there’s also a lot of trust put into that comic character
first created during UVic classes.

“perogy cat has been such an idol and totem and talisman
for us,” says Bronwyn, “far more than we could ever have
known back when gareth drew him in a late-night class of
Southeast asian art.”

helen rapTIS, phd ’01
(language arts), writes: “I’m
happy to share that 12 members
of the Tsimshian first nation and I
have just published a book with
UBc press, what we learned: Two
Generations reflect on Tsimshian
education and the Day Schools.
eight years in the making, this

book traces the educational
experiences of two generations:
elders born in the 1930s and
1940s and their offspring who
were born in the 1950s and 1960s.
The elders attended an on-
reserve Indian day school
whereas their children attended
various public schools.”

danIel pOST, Ba ’06 (history),
with an update: “moved a little
closer to my alma mater.
goodbye snowy ottawa, hello
rainy (but warmer) Vancouver!”

darIn reeVeS, Jd ’04, writes
from ottawa: “after 26-plus years
in the canadian armed forces,

first as a maritime surface officer
and then following graduation
from UVic law as a military
lawyer, in march I retired from full
time military service to take up
the position as director of
training for the romeo dallaire
child Soldiers Initiative. Its
mission is to develop new
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strategies and tactics for
eradicating the recruitment and
use of child soldiers worldwide. I
am absolutely thrilled to be able
to take my years of military
service and international legal
background to work with such a
well respected organization and
group of people, helping to end
this widespread abuse of so many
of the world’s children and at the

same time helping those in the
security sector deal with this
phenomenon.”

dagmar rOThWell, Ba ’03
(english), writes: “life is just
heaven here in armstrong. lex
has fully recovered and now he
actually listens when I tell him
that he can’t keep putting himself
in harm’s way, especially when it

comes to llamas and saddle
bronc riding. We seem to be
settling in to a nice daily routine
and I have been making great
progress on my book about the
shady history of the thrift store
business here. It turns out lex is a
terrific proofreader. Who knew? I
certainly didn’t, that first time I
laid eyes on him at gyro park with
his metal detector. from small
things, big things come!” 

ann Syme, phd ’11 (nursing), is
in prince george, working as
northern health’s director of hr
planning and design, education
and training. “I am bringing my
skills to create a program where
we attend to the lifecycle of our
employees. It is with the skills
that I gained at UVic that I am
able to lead an awesome team.”

aVa TOmlInSOn, dipl ’07
(cultural resource management),
is the senior public education and
community outreach officers for
the national environment and
planning agency in Jamaica. “I
am enjoying the diversity of
Jamaica’s environment. I co-
ordinate World Wetlands day,
which is celebrated in recognition
of the ramsar convention (the
intergovernmental treaty for the
conservation and wise use of
wetlands and their resources).”

Victoria
College

daVId leemIng, Vc ’57,
professor emeritus (mathematics
and Statistics), received the
franklin gelin lifetime
achievement award from the
British columbia councils on
admissions and Transfer for his 44

years of service and his “warmth,
compassion and integrity.”  The
organization facilitates student
admission and transfer
arrangements among Bc post-
secondary institutions.

Power Quartet
Three alumnae are members of the federal cabinet, sworn-
in last november. clockwise, from top left:  JOdy WIlSOn-
rayBOUld, Ba ’96 (political Science/history) — former Bc
regional chief, assembly of first nations, former crown
prosecutor, and recipient of the 2012 faculty of humanities
distinguished alumni award — is the minister of Justice
and attorney general. paTTy haJdU, mpa ’15, former
executive director of a homeless shelter in Thunder Bay, is
the minister of Status of Women. on the other side of the
house of commons, the interim opposition leader is rOna
amBrOSe, Ba ’95 (psychology). Carla QUalTrOUgh, llB
’97, a delta-based lawyer and paralympian, is the minister of
Sport and persons with disabilities.

BeTTy ClazIe, Bed ’73, died on
dec. 25, 2015. after a 35-year
teaching career, Betty dedicated
much her retirement years to
volunteer service at the
university. She was a member of
the board and president of the
UVic alumni association before

completing three terms as an
elected member of the University
Senate. She was a distinguished
alumni award recipient in 2010.

BeTTy ClazIe, Bed ’73

Farewell

What’s new
With you?
Be in the next Class
notes. Send news
and photos to:
torch@uvic.ca
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dr. alBerT r. COx, Vc ’48,
died on oct. 14, 2015 in cobble
hill. a past recipient of the UVic
distinguished alumni award,
albert was a cardiologist who
achieved the highest mark in his
1954 medical graduating class at
UBc. he held a variety of
academic and professional
appointments across canada,
combined with an extensive
record of community service.

Shane haydOn, phd ’74
(clinical neuropsychology), died

on Jan. 14, 2016 in oregon city,
oregon after a 13-year battle with
cancer. he received a canada
council grant during his doctoral
studies and after graduation
returned to the Willamette Valley
where his service contributed to
the lives of many. 

rOSS d. maCBrIde, BSc ’66
(mathematics), passed away in
January 2016 in Sarnia after a
brief illness. ross went on from
UVic to earn his mSc at U of T,
then pursued a varied career in
computer science and software
development in ontario,
Bermuda and england. he was
pre-deceased by his wife, Janet
(anders) who was also from
Victoria, and is survived by his
daughter, son, grandsons,
brother, sister, two grandsons
and extended family members. 

BOB mCQUeen, the
university’s chief financial officer
for 30 years (starting at Victoria
college) until his retirement in
1992, died on march 18, 2016.
apart from his financial and
labour relations leadership, he
taught a 100-level commerce
course for 17 years. mcQueen’s
contributions to the university
were recognized in 1997 when
the main lecture theatre in the
Business and economics Building
was named for him and Trevor
matthews, former Vp
administration.

JIm hUnTer, Ba ’74
(economics), died peacefully,
surrounded by family, on feb. 18,
2016 following a courageous
seven-year battle with alS. Jim
captained the Vikes varsity
basketball team and the Jim and
heather hunter family
scholarship benefits men’s and

women’s basketball teams. In
2007, he was awarded the
distinguished alumni legacy
award. after his diagnosis, Jim
dedicated his life to raising funds
for research through the James
hunter family alS Initiative, with
donations totaling over $5 million
to date. a true gentleman, Jim
will be deeply missed by all,
including his UVic and Vikes
community.

A Fighter and Founder
roger Bishop almost made it to his hundredth birthday. It was
one of the few fights that he did not win. for roger was the
toughest fighter for Victoria college and for the University of
Victoria in its early years.

at the college he fought to build a library: on leave he
would come back with at least double the number of books he
had been authorized to buy and then argue the principal into
accepting them. as the head of the english department he
stocked it with bright young instructors deeply involved in
their teaching and in their love of the theatre. 

and he was the force in creating a theatre department,
luring me back to develop it and wrestling to let it happen. It
was through a donation of $5,000 from the student drama
society, which he had supervised, that the university provided
the huts that most of the faculty and students at the young
university renovated with their own hands.

When he saw that the english department could not
develop as he thought it should, he resigned in his 50s, and for

the rest of his life read and
travelled. But he was a fierce
and witty observer of the
university’s development, and
he remained close friends
with many who were faculty,
or had been students, for the
rest of his life.

To know him was both a
privilege and an adventure. I
recently found the letter he
sent to clara and myself when I retired, in which there is this
passage:

“What did Bacon say in his essay on Truth: It is a pleasure to
stand upon the shore and to see ships tossed upon the sea; a
pleasure to stand in a window and see adventures below, but
no pleasure is better than standing upon the hill of Truth and
watch the wanderings and errors of life below. So always we
view without pride. Something like that.”

By Carl hare

Shane haydOn, phd ’74

JIm hUnTer, Ba ’74

rOger BIShOp
may 10, 1916 – march 30, 2016
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“Standing in this room, I feel the presence
of all the sisters who have gone before
me,” said Sister Marie Zarowny, Provin-

cial Leader of the Sisters of St. Ann. She was speak-
ing from the sisters’ original schoolhouse,
announcing a gift of $2 million to the University of
Victoria to fund tuition for students previously
under government care. e gift is a legacy of the
sisters’ significant contribution to education in BC.

Over 150 years earlier, four members of the reli-
gious order made the gruelling two-month jour-
ney from Montreal to establish the first school in
burgeoning Fort Victoria. eir mission then, as it
is today, was to provide education for all, especial-
ly those most in need. 

Within days of their arrival, they welcomed 12
students into the tiny schoolhouse. e daughters
of prestigious families sat side by side with poorer
and local Indigenous children. Among them was
Emilia Morrell, a young Métis orphan.

On the day of the gift announcement, Lilia
Zaharieva listened to Sister Marie from a replica
school desk not unlike the one Emilia used all
those years ago. Zaharieva, a second year Child
and Youth Care student, also knows firsthand
the life-altering significance of the sisters’ gen-
erosity. She was one of a handful of UVic stu-
dents whose tuition was waived through a recent
pilot program established through university
and donor contributions. 

Zaharieva was moved into foster care at the age of 14 and relocated to five
homes over the next four years. is domestic upheaval, combined with cystic
fibrosis, might have derailed her educational journey. But the pilot program,
along with Zaharieva’s drive and her mother’s influence, is helping her write a
story that isn’t defined by her illness or her difficult upbringing. 

In the province, almost all support from the Ministry for Children and
Youth ends abruptly at 19. e pilot program was created after the BC Repre-
sentative for Children and Youth highlighted an urgent need to help youth
who’ve been in care access post-secondary education. Many of these young
people grew up in situations delineated by turmoil and distress and a high
wall built from circumstance and life-experience lies between them and uni-
versity. On top of this wall sits the barrier that’s potentially the easiest to
remove, financial resources. 

Although the pilot program offered a temporary solution, the sisters real-
ized that the fund would run out well before it could take a swipe at the statis-
tics stacked against youth coming out of care. 
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SUppOrT

Historical Values
gift from roman Catholic women’s order provides tuition for former youth in care. 

By Sarah TarnopolSky

zaharIeVa in the
original St. ann’s
schoolhouse: one of 15
former youth in care
who will receive tuition
support.

eir gift creates an endowed fund that will
provide four years tuition for up to 15 students
who might not otherwise be able to attend UVic. 

“We reflected on the need of young people pre-
viously in care and thought, this is exactly the kind
of void our predecessors would have responded
to,” says Sister Marie. “eir amazing story, and
spirit, has continued to compel us to help provide
education for all, especially those whose life cir-
cumstances might make it unattainable.”

rough the fund, the order entrusts the his-
toric vision of the first sisters to the university to
carry on a vital aspect of their mission in perpetu-
ity. e gift traces a line from the little orphaned
Métis girl who got her opportunity to learn in 1858,
to Lilia Zaharieva and the countless students of
the future whose lives will be changed by the
order’s generosity. e legacy of the sisters will
also live on through the award recipients.

“Knowing that someone has invested in me, in
my life and in my future,” says Zaharieva, “just
makes me want to bring that gift forward.” T
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#LetsBeSocial

It’s easy to stay connected. 
News, announcements and event 
invitations are just a few clicks away. 
Join the conversation! 

alumni.uvic.ca

SAVE with 
pride when 

you show your
USE IT FOR SAVINGS FROM…

 Cinecenta
 Contiki Holidays
 IMAX Victoria
 Monk O�  ce
 Optics International
 Paris Jewellers
 Royal BC Museum 

 Softmoc Shoes
 University Centre 
Farquhar Auditorium

 UVic Bookstore
 UVic Food Services 
 9 Elements Spa & 
Re� exology

 and more…
See the full list of 50+ card partners at 

alumni.uvic.ca

Pick up your lifetime UVic Alumni ONECard 
for $20 from the ONECard O�  ce in University 
Centre. Bring your student number and one 
piece of government issued photo ID with you.

Show your Alumni ONECard at 
CARSA to access VIKES FOR LIFE 
alumni membership deals. Visit 
vikesrec.ca for pricing!

If you live outside of Victoria, 
email onecard@uvic.ca for more 
information. Get updates on the 
UVic ONECard at uvic.ca/onecard
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Chart the best course for your life in the years ahead.
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The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is under
in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Crémazie, Montreal (Quebec) H2P 1B6.

Due to provincial legislation, our auto and recreational vehicle insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 

an agreement with us and who insure a home (excluding rentals and condos) and a car on July 31, 2015 saved $415 when compared 
rate for groups and the multi-product discount. Savings are not guaranteed and may var

® The TD logo and other TD trade-marks are the proper

Ask for your quote today at 1-888-589-5656 
or visit melochemonnex.com/uvic

oject :Pr Annonce TDI 

Client : TD Assur

File # : 28-MM9726-16_MMI.AL1.EN•uvic(8.125x10.875)
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Steering a Career
When you can’t count on a traditional career path, you ride it out.

By marK leIren-yOUng, Bfa ’5

The average person will have something like
72 careers in their working life. Okay, those
stats may not be entirely accurate — it

might be more like 3,000 — but what people used
to call “a career path” is now more like a career
labyrinth. ese days almost no one has a job tra-
jectory that follows a straight line — even people
who look like everything has gone according to
their master plan.

I recently interviewed Kiefer Sutherland. You
may know Sutherland from movies and TV but I
wanted to know why he spent several years wan-
dering the American west…as a rodeo cowboy.

If anyone had a path that looked like it was
lined with rose petals it was Sutherland. His par-
ents — Donald Sutherland (M*A*S*H, the Hunger
Games series and too many other movies to men-
tion) and Shirley Douglas (Wind at My Back, Nel-
lie McClung) — are Canadian acting royalty. 

Kiefer Sutherland landed his first role as a kid,
courtesy of a family friend, and to the outside
world it looked like he never stopped working in
show business. But he did. His career and life
went south and casting directors stopped calling.
“I was in one of the dips, this was like an eight-
year dip, and I had to find something to do.” 

Sutherland wasn’t getting the roles and, even
though he likely had more than enough royalties
to pay the bills, he wanted to keep working. He
needed to keep working. “I have to have an activi-
ty or work or a reason to get up in the morning,
otherwise I’ll just get massively depressed and the
wheels will come off.”

He always had a way with horses. “I was living
up in Whitefish, Montana…and I was kind of
training ranch horses and trail horses. And most
of the guys there were cattle guys and I got invited
to a couple of what we called, ‘ropings’.” is is the
rodeo event where two cowboys team up to show
how quickly they can lasso and take down a steer. 

Sutherland partnered with rodeo pro John
English and traveled the American rodeo circuit
catching cattle.

en the movie star got a call about a television
project — a little action show called 24. Just before
his new series about fighting terrorists was set to
debut, the Twin Towers fell and Sutherland sus-
pected his show might never make it on the air and
he’d be riding back into the sunset with his lasso. 

Instead, Sutherland’s show captured the zeit-
geist and held it hostage. e Canadian actor
became America’s post 9-11 action icon.

When I was starting out as a professional writer
in the pre-Internet era, I wanted to be a freelancer
and jump from job to job. Most people thought
that was insane. Writers I knew were looking for
jobs at newspapers and magazines — jobs that
everyone knew would last forever. 

I had worked for one magazine for over two
years when my boss, who I’d never met in person,
invited me for lunch. I assumed I was being fired.
It turned out she had a question: “How does free-
lancing work?” 

Over the years I’ve had similar conversations
with several editors who read and edited the writ-
ing on the wall and realized that most careers had
become jobs. One of the journalists I admired
most is now a corporate lawyer who, I’m sure,
writes impossibly elegant briefs.

Talking about the ups and downs and curves in
a career, Sutherland told me, “I don’t know any-
body who’s had a career that went…” — then he
stopped in mid-thought — “Okay, that’s not true, I
know one person. Tom Cruise’s career went up to
here and kind of stayed up there for 30 years. e
rest of our careers don’t.” 

e trick is to do what Sutherland did, find
another horse to saddle up and enjoy the ride. T

TaV rayne phoTo

What
people
used to call
“a career
path” is now
more like a
career
labyrinth.
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Chart the best course for your life in the years ahead.
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Ask for your quote today at 1-888-589-5656 

our needs will change as your life andYYour needs will change as your life and
eer evolve. As a car ic Alumni AssociationUV

, you have access to the TD Insurancemembermember, you have access to the TD Insurance
fersogram, which ofMeloche Monnex pr

ed insurance rates, other discountseferrpr
otection, that is easily adaptedeat prand gr

to your changing needs. Plus, every year our
ogram contributes to supporting your alumnipr

eat way to save and shows a grassociation, so it’association, so it’s a gr
e at the same time. you car Get a quote today!

.Our extended business hours make it easy
Monday to Friday: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (ET)
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (ET)

HOME | AUTO

 

 

 

  

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

   
   

  

TIONAL INSURANCE COMPwritten by SECURITY NAwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPThe TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is under
in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Crémazie, Montreal (Quebec) H2P 1B6.

Due to provincial legislation, our auto and recreational vehicle insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 
, 90% of all of our clients who belong to a professional or an alumni group (under*Nationally*Nationally, 90% of all of our clients who belong to a professional or an alumni group (under

an agreement with us and who insure a home (excluding rentals and condos) and a car on July 31, 2015 saved $415 when compared 
rate for groups and the multi-product discount. Savings are not guaranteed and may var

® oronto-Dominion Bank.ty of The Tty of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.The TD logo and other TD trade-marks are the proper

Ask for your quote today at 1-888-589-5656 
or visit melochemonnex.com/uvic

oject :Pr Annonce TDI 

Client : TD Assur

File # : 28-MM9726-16_MMI.AL1.EN•uvic(8.125x10.875)

 

 

 

  

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

   
   

  

. It is distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and Financial SerANYTIONAL INSURANCE COMPTIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Crémazie, Montreal (Quebec) H2P 1B6.

Due to provincial legislation, our auto and recreational vehicle insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 
ANY) or an employer group (underTIONAL INSURANCE COMPTIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY) or an employer group (underwritten by SECURITY NAwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMP, 90% of all of our clients who belong to a professional or an alumni group (under

to the premiums they would have paid with the same insurer without the preferan agreement with us and who insure a home (excluding rentals and condos) and a car on July 31, 2015 saved $415 when compared 
s profile.y based on the client’rate for groups and the multi-product discount. Savings are not guaranteed and may var

oronto-Dominion Bank.

Ask for your quote today at 1-888-589-5656 
or visit melochemonnex.com/uvic
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Empress Wrap
Part of the big reno at the Empress Hotel was a life-size image of its façade,
wrapped around scaffolding as stonemasons complete months of repairs. It’s
easily the largest graphic design project Torch art director ClInT hUTzUlaK,
BA ’89, has completed. 

Because it had been covered by ivy, Hutzulak had to base the façade image
on architect Francis Rattenbury’s 1904 plans, other drawings, and archival
photos. To get it right, he made a scale model of the building and skinned it
with photos of brick. en he created windows and architectural elements
from photos and 3D renderings, arriving at the digital restoration you see here,
printed on 92 panels (46,000 square feet) of netting.
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